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Distinctive INSIGHT OVERVIEW of the Daf 
1) A lechi that was not originally positioned to serve as a lechi 

Abaye and Rava dispute the validity of a lechi that was not 

originally positioned to serve as a lechi but was used as Shabbos 

began. According to Abaye it is valid, but according to Rava it is 

invalid.  

The Gemara initially assumes just as they disagree regarding 

a lechi they also disagree concerning a mechitza that was not con-

structed to serve as a partition. The Gemara, however, demon-

strates that this is not the case and they disagree only concerning 

a lechi. Abaye’s rationale is that a lechi serves the function of a 

mechitza and Rava maintains that a lechi serves as a reminder.  

After a number of unsuccessful attempts the Gemara finally 

proves Abaye’s position as correct.  

2) MISHNAH: The issues of using living beings as a lechi, tomb 

cover or a get are disputed. 

3) The rationale behind the dispute concerning a get  

A Baraisa is cited that contains a similar discussion as our 

Mishnah. The Gemara explains how R’ Yosi and Rabanan inter-

pret the pesukim differently to support their positions.  

4) MISHNAH: The Mishnah provides certain guidelines con-

cerning the construction of valid mechitzos. 

5) A partition with gaps equal to the solid section  

R’ Pappa rules that a mechitza with gaps equal to the solid 

section is a valid mechitza but R’ Huna the son of R’ Yehoshua 

disagrees.  

The Gemara begins to try and prove one of the positions 

correct.     � 

A Lechi which falls into place on its own 
 ’לחי העומד מאליו אביי אומר הוי לחי רבא אמר לא הוי לחי וכו

T he Rosh (סימן י"ט) concludes that the halachah in this case 

is according to Abaye, in that this is one of the six cases of  יע"ל

 where we do not rule according to Rava in his argument קג"ם

with Abaye. The Rosh then adds that the מחלוקת only covers a 

 which מחיצה that stands by itself. However, all agree that a לחי

happens to be situated by itself would be valid as a kosher wall. 

This would be true even if the wall was not relied upon as such 

before Shabbos. This is also the ruling of the Tur (362:3).  

Beis Yosef mentions that it appears that the Rif also rules 

according to Abaye. However, he writes, it seems unnecessary to 

add that a partition which became in place on its own is valid, 

because this was not even part of the dispute. There seems to be 

no need to confirm that Rava agrees in this case, because his 

opinion of disallowing a lechi which came into position by itself 

is not according to the halachah.  

The novelty of this ruling is the fact that this partition is valid 

even if it was not recognized or relied upon as being a wall before 

Shabbos. This is not the case by a lechi. The Gemara clearly noted 

that both Abaye and Rava are of the opinion that a   לחי העומד

 is certainly unacceptable if it was not relied upon before מאליו 

Shabbos. For example, let us consider a post which fell into the 

mud by itself, and it conforms to all the size and position con-

straints of a valid lechi. If there was another valid lechi next to it, 

which was placed there intentionally, it turns out that we have not 

relied upon this “accidental” lechi before Shabbos. Even if the 

intentionally placed one now falls, everyone agrees that the lechi 

which stood on its own cannot be valid. Only if the valid one fell 

before Shabbos, and at that point before Shabbos we designate the 

accidental one for use, is where Abaye rules that it is valid.  

Beis Yosef concludes that the halachah which requires that 

we rely upon the lechi already before Shabbos is not true in a 

case of a מחיצה which stands on its own. Here, it is valid even if 

we did not rely upon it before Shabbos.  

Now that we have covered the laws of a lechi and of a 

mechitza which are “עומדים מאליהם—accidentally in place,” 

what is the halacha about a korah? The Rosh explains that a 

korah which stands on its own is not valid. Tur, Mechaber 

(363:15), Magen Avraham and Taz all concur. Being that a ko-

rah is for היכר, it is only valid when placed intentionally. A 

lechi, however, functions as a מחיצה, and here we rule 

according to Abaye, that it is valid. 

 REVIEW and Remember 
1. According to the Gemara’s conclusion, does a wall that was 

not erected to serve as a wall constitute a valid partition? 

2. What are the respective reasons for the dispute regarding 

the use of a lechi that was not erected to serve as a lechi? 

3. According to R’ Meir, why is a wall made from a living crea-

ture an invalid partition? 

4. Explain the dispute between R’ Pappa and R’ Huna the son 

of R’ Yehoshua regarding פורץ כעומד. 
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Number 233— ו“עירובין ט  

Utilizing an existing tzuras hapesach 
 לחי העומד מאליו

A lechi that stands by itself 

T he Gemara presents a dispute concerning a lechi that 
stands by itself.  In other words the lechi is in the proper po-

sition but it was not placed there to permit carrying in the 

mavoi.  According to Abaye it is a valid lechi whereas accord-

ing to Rava it is invalid.  Shulchan Aruch1 rules in accord-

ance with Abaye’s position and writes that if the lechi was 

already in place before Shabbos began it may be relied upon 

on Shabbos.  However, if when Shabbos began the residents 

were relying upon a wall to permit carrying but that wall sub-

sequently fell and they now want to rely upon a lechi that 

happens to be in place, the lechi is not effective to permit 

carrying. 

Later authorities discuss whether one may rely upon a 

tzuras hapesach that was not put in place to permit carrying.  

This has broad significance in terms of whether an eruv may 

include telephone or electrical wires that run over the poles 

forming a tzuras hapesach.  Obviously, they were not con-

structed to form a tzuras hapesach but may they be used to 

circumscribe an area?  Beiur Halacha2 cites Pri Megadim who 

expresses uncertainty about this matter. Teshuvas Beis Ephra-

im3 also raises the question of whether a tzuras hapesach has 

the same status of a lechi and one that stands by itself may 

only be relied upon if it was in place to be relied upon before 

Shabbos or not.  He notes that Pri Megadim was uncertain 

about the matter but he concludes that one may rely upon a 

tzuras hapesach even if they did not intend to rely upon it 

before Shabbos. The reason is that a tzuras hapesach is con-

sidered to be a full-fledged partition as opposed to a lechi.  

As a full-fledged wall it doesn’t matter whether they intended 

to rely upon it or not since it exists.  In contrast, a lechi is 

not an actual wall, it is merely a halachic construct that al-

lows one to consider an area enclosed.  Therefore, intent to 

use it is essential and if that intent was not in place when 

Shabbos began it may not be relied upon.�  
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HALACHAH Highlight 

Techum Shabbos—the boundaries of 

Shabbos 
 מהלך את כולה וחוצה לה אלפים אמה

I n the narrative of the manna which 
the Jews received in the desert, the Torah 

states (Shemos 16:29): “No person shall 

go out from his place on the Shabbos 

day.” Based upon the Yerushalmi, Ram-

bam understands that this is a Torah law 

which prohibits one from leaving his 

position on Shabbos. The definition of 

“one’s place” is determined to be the 

extent of the city in which he begins his 

Shabbos and a distance of twelve mil 

beyond the city’s limits. Most commenta-

tors hold that the Torah does not legis-

late against such movements on Shab-

bos, but that it is rather a rabbinic guide-

line to limit one to his dwelling and an 

extension of two thousand amos beyond. 

Rambam agrees that there is a rabbinic 

limit of two thousand amos, but he 

holds that in addition to this, there is a 

Torah limit not to venture beyond 12 

mil out of one’s dwelling on Shabbos.  

The two thousand amos limit is 

measured from the border of the city in 

which one settles for Shabbos. If a per-

son is in a camp which is enclosed with 

fences, he can travel throughout the en-

tire area, and then measure his two thou-

sand amos from its perimeter.  

If a city is square or rectangular, we 

measure the techum at a distance of two 

thousand amos from this border, and 

the techum will have borders parallel to 

the city limits. If a city is round or trian-

gular, we square off the city, and then 

measure the techum from the squared 

off shape. In this way, a person walking 

outside the city from one of the corners 

will actually be able to walk farther than 

two thousand amos before arriving at the 

extent of the techum. 
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Daf DIAGRAM 
שיירה שחתה בבקעה והקיפוה בגמלים באוכפות בעביטים 

 בשליפים בקולחות

A caravan camped in an area of open fields. It was surround-

ed with a wall of camels (א), saddles (ב), cushions (ג), bundles 

 �   .(ה) reeds and stalks ,(ד)


